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1219 a

It is an understat,ent to describe the litei.ature on social studies project
evaluation as sparse.. Social studies journals and books have provided littlejnformaT

tion on systema evaluations of social studies curriculum pi.ojects. Two systematic

reviews in the .recent literature (Wiley, 1977; Shaver; Dave's.,, and Helbu'rn, 1979)

painted broad murals of the status of the social studies, and although informative,
the contr%buted only summaries of or brief commentary on 'evaluation research on

/innovative social studies curriculum projects. Moreover, the reviews were based :On

evaluations which examined "new social studies" projects of the sixties and seventies.
Noc only were the projects dated, but evaluations often were, based on impressionistic

data or weakly ddsigned Studies.'
The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) of 197.9-ushered in a new era of

educational improVement projects in the social studies and other subject areas.
The focus of the development effort.Was shifted from research and development centers
of universities and educational corporations/ where materials of the "new social
studies" .had been designed, to local school sites where curriculum improvement

plans were to be designed and tested. Thus, the focus of evaluation shifted froth
research into the content and style of newly developed materials to outcomes in the
classroom and processes' in the school.

The social studies literature lacks evaluation' reports or analyses of ESEA,

improvement projects. Some idea of the impact of the ESEA on the social studies

can be gained from more general educational literature Irtand Corporation, 1978;

Berry, 1979).., But here too the synthesis is not comprehensive. The _Rand study

was based on a very small selection of local school projects. Also, it reported
projects

-1

established under federal ESEA gui del ies ch preceded important amend;amend;

ments passed in 1977 and 1978. These amendments modified extensively the procedures

for setting project objectives and designing projects to meet local needs. However,
both the general -literature and the social studiesAiterature lack in depth studies

A paper presented to the Special interest Group/Research in Social S udies
Education at the Annual Meeting of the American Education Research Associat'on,
tiereAork, 1982.
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of the social studies curriculum improvement projects developed underthe most recent

ESEA local 'development guidelines.

The purpose of this paper is to,report the evaluation results from the

Improving Citizenship Education (ICE) Projeict,which was initiated in 1977 under

existing ESEA guidelines and modified to meet revised 1978 state guidelines for

a validation review. Besides docUmenting the effects of the ICE project on teachers pi
.

and students, the paper
..

examines the:potentials of 1661,social studies curriculum,

projects which employ the same type of curriculum change model;

Improving Citizenship Education Model

The ICE project (Fulton County,'Georgia)tested a change model which had five

teacher support Components. The five areas of support were: 1) staff development

a teacher education program dealing with both the political science content and

teaching strategies and materials; 2) edminis:rator support - a series of meetings

with principals:of the Project schools informing them and'inv.olving them in the'

project goals and methods; 3).Specific learning objectives -Icognitive and affective

objectives defined to guide the planning and teaching of the project teachers;

4) community resources - persons, agencies, organizations, and sites.in the local

area were fully identified by topic area to increase the potential for first-hand

a experiences by.teachers and students (also a group,of community leaders,

served as an advisory board to the project staff);,5) materials - needed instruc-

tional materials were identified and provided f9r teachers-(most needs were met with

existing educational media, but some'had to be developed by the'staff).

The expressed purpose of the ICE Project was to design and test a model for

improving the'polifical/citizenihip knowledge and attitudes ofoelementaTand

!secondary students by infusing citizenship educatibn' into the existi

curriculum: Nine educational goals (Table 1) guided the project's i

Ft=,these nine goals eight cognitive content areas were defined by
. 4

)
I

and project staff (Table 2). From the goals and content areas, the

tip team derived a set of cognitive and affective objectives! to aid_

Project (Table13). Further, the relationship of specific objectives

defined (Table 4). ,

.

-,-

Evaluation' Questions

Originally;th-e-evaluationplan 'for the project called_fora_teAeeks

tation; however the demanf for more immediate information by the state department

required'a change to a six-weeks implementation in the winter school quarter follow-

ing the development of the teacher support components. The evaluation had two purposes:

ng social studies

nifial effort.

a teacher Committee

staff and evalua-

evaluation of the

to goalS was

s

I a



Table 1

Goals of the Improving Citizenship Education Project

4

1. Understanding and acctptince of the responsibilities of U.S. citizenship;\ 2. Understanding of the structure and operations of local, state, and national goyernments;

3. Understanding of the roles of individuals in the politiCal decisionmaking processes and developing -the skills for
participating.

4. Understanding of the principles of individual rights and learning to make choices in the context of concern for the
society as a whole;

5. Understanding of the U.S. legal system and a'commitment to rule of law;

6. Knowledge of current public issues and skills for evaluating alternative choices in regard to these ksues;

7. Understanding of the interdependence of the global community and the political processes in operation Internationally;

8. Understanding of the means to participate in school, local, state, and national political processes;

9. Understanding of ,the need for government and community services and the ways to secure, utilize and contribute to
these services.

Source: Margolis "(1981)

0..4;7 s
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Table 2

z

Content Areas of the Improving Citizenship Education Project

:0
'N.

1. National Government-federalism, bicameral lawmaking. executive por and toles, judicial powers, separation of

powers, checks and balances, policy-making prOeesses, interest groups, obbies, electoral college, two-party system,
bureaucracy, national revenues and expenditures/U.S. citizenship.

2. State and Local Government-intergovernmental relationships, state and local lawmaking, state and local citizenship,
services of state and local governments, financing segices, executive leadership, bureaucrapy, local interest groups.

3. Democratic Principles-popular sovereignty, limited powers of government, majority rule, minority rights, reserved

-po'wers, gentrat welfare,constitutional republic. . .

4. Politics-political symbols, campaigns, elections, voting behavior, representation, public opinion, means and limits of

political power, political socialization, political leadership.

5. Latv and Individual Rights-rule of law, equality before the law, justice, the Bill of Rights, judicial grin
- rights and responsibilities, limits of individual freedom.

6. Global/International Studies-interdependence, multi-national organizations, United Nations, ti
. power, international interest groups, trade agreements, deterrence, detente, international, assistanc

7. Analytical Skills-making informed decisions on public issues, value analysis, evaluating infonnatio
sources, interpreting and evaluating quantitative data, distinguishing fact-from opinion, synthesizin
and graphs.

iples, individual

ties, balance of
and foreign aid.

and information
data from charts

8. Participation Skills-conflict resolution skills, news awareness skills, registration and voting skills, skills for Jury duty
and participation in judicial process, party and interest group participation, career awareness, sec ring basic govern-

.. mental services.,

Source: Margolis (1981)
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Table 3

Specific Objectives for Improving Citizenship Education Project

,
1.0 Know and apply specific facts, basic concepts, and processes related to government and politici.

1.1 Identify specific facts, prUeises, and basic concepts of national government.

1.2 Identify specific facts, processes, and basic concepts of State and local government.

1.3 Identify specific facts, processes, and basicconcepts of democracy. .

1.4 Identify specific facts, processes, and basic concepts of polities;.

1.5 Identify specific facts, processes, and basic concepts of law and Individual rights.

1.6 Identify specific facts, processes, and basic concepts of global affairs.-

hi Identify participation skills related to government and vilifies.

1.8 Utilize analytical skills with government and political data and issues.

2.0 Demonstrate commitment to democratic institutions,' principles, and processes.

2.1 Express, commitment to democratic Institutions.

2.11 Identifies magnitude of agreement with statements about political institutions as others should view them.

2.12 Identifies magnitude of agreement with statements about.political institutions al self views them.

2.2 Express commitment to community democratic processes.

2.21' identifies magnitude of agreement with statements about community democratic participation as others
should view them.

2.22 Identifies magnitude of .agteement ivithstatements about community participation as self viewttitem.

2.3 Express commitment to school democratic procesfes.

2.31 Identifies magnitude of agreement with statements about school democratic participation as others should
view them. ,

2.32 Identifies magnitude of agreement with statenients about school democratic participation as self views them.
-

Source: Margolis (1981)
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. Table 4

Relationship between Goals aild Specific ob3ecEiveiof

the Improving .Citizenship Education Project

Specific

Objectives'

1.1 .

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1

X.

X

X

X'

X

X . X .

Goals

3 4 -5

X

X

X

2.11 X ,X

2.12 X Xi

2.21 X i X
1 .

2.22 X X
.

., 2 ..31 X
.

a .32 X i

7 8 . 9

X

X

-X

X

IX

X

X'

a

a

o

6

r
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1) to evaluate the effectiveness of'each of the five teacher support components of

the.change model_from the teacners! point of view (process evaluation), and 2) to

assess the.impat of the curriculum change model on studedt performance (product
.

evaluation). ' t
',

1- ..
Specific proce t evaluation questions were

\ 1. How much dia the teachers learn abdut teaching procedurei in the staff
,

. .

.7.

/ development s-ssiont? - - .

. Now supportiv did the teachers feel their administrators were during

ofimplementation the citizenihipprojectf . , .
k ..---

.

'3. How useful did- eacheri:fin4 the aelineated objectives of the program?

4. How 'helpful didqhe teachers find the community resour4s identified

for the project? l . .,

How helpful did the teachers find the csir:ricUluA materials provided or

t
developed for the project?.

' Sliecific,product/evaluation questions were:

1.. \Was there a significant and practical diffe nce between the political

knowledge of project andicontrol;students?

2. Was'there a significant and practical difference between the politycal

,attitudes of projeceand control students?

The linking rationale (Rutman, 1977),generated by pr ect staff andevalaators

clarified the connection'between processes and products an was stated thus:
e

, Teachers will take part'in a staff development prof, ct which will make

them aware of the specific objectives, cognitive content areas, and goals, of

the project. In addition, teachers will be instructed in the 'se of various

activities-and teaching strategies to achieve the specifi8objeFtives, and

." informed of a variety of useful materials (i.e., community rsources and

,located or developed materials). Teadhers will be given administrative support

0 by principals familiar wfth
.
the goals and objectives of the' rdject. With

this background and_supPort, teachers will spend more time t ichfng:the content'

topics,employ a greater number of activities and strategies, nd use.a greater

number of materials in their classrooms to achieve the specific objectils. 0

Therefore, students will be exposed to an improved citizens,fp education program,

and as a result students will increase their achievement of the specific

---objectimes_of_theproject.
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It should be noted that two related elementslivere evaluated. Ore, the ..,

curriculum changemodel, a-process, was evaluated by operationalizi m citizenship :.13,

education as defined by the specific objectives of the project', Two, the effective:

% ness of "citizenship education" with students as defined by the same objectives
. .

- , .

was simultaneously examined. The data collectjd allowed for the evaluation of both

elements. \

. .

..,,.. .

Additionally, it.should be clarified that because of differing requirements

,for the teacher education portion oftheprotesS and the differing ,instrumentation needed

to measure product, elementary awl secondary programs were evaluated separately
1 '

using the 'same evaluation design.

Subjects

Procedures for-TAaluation"

Teachers. Originally, there were 12 secondary and 7 elementary teachers de-

signated for tthe formal evaluation of the ICE project. One' teacher failed to

9mnplete the teacher education program and, another left the school system. There-

fore, the fina],sample of project teachers consisted of 10 secondarYs.(3eighth;

6 ninth; and 1 ten-twelfth grade) and 7 eleinentary (1 first; 1 second; 1 fourth;

2 fifth; and 2 sixth grade) teachers.

These teacners were from five secondary schools andlive elementary schools

designated as "project schools." ,,,A1:1 had volunteered to participate in the

improvement project. Based on informatiofi supplied by the school records office,

the project schools were representative of the'diverse socio-economic characterjs-

.tics in the school district and included uAan, suburban, and small town
1

communi-

ties and school populations ranging from nearly all white to. nearly all black

students. Project schools were considered representative of the system's approxi-
.

mately 35,000 students attending 60 elementary schools and 19 high schools.

Volunteer teachers from schools matched with project schools served as control

teachers. The ten secondary and seven elementary control teachers were further

matchedly grade level, and in the secondary schools by,subject taught.

Students. The students involved in the product evaluation were in classes

taught by teacher subjects. For the twenty secondary teachers, one class, in their

schedules was randomly selected. Initially, there were 419 secondary (21)1 project;

218 control) students and 262 elementary (134 project; 128 control) students who

completed the pretests. However, the final sample size used in the evaluation

involved 345 secondary (165 nroject; 180 control) students and 214 elementary

() 6

.
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(110. proje t; 104 control) students. The loss. of subjects-from pretest to AIttest
.

represented avproximately 18% of .alT ,grodels: The size of the loss reflectei the -. .

.

... fe'co. that on y students -who took both pretests and posttests were included.in the
.

1% . .

: . .:-.r.i nal Aaliplet anct.sfl0u.atcounted for a high, percent of the absences._- It was
,. ., .administrative, impessvible to. retrieve themissing da.0.

In the fia1 sample,a total of 157 miles (63 project; and 94 control) and 188

. N

'. e

females (102),r8ject; 86 control) were in the §egondary student sample; and a total

. ,of 111 males (51project; 56 control) and 103 females (55 projeCt; 48 control) were
.

1

in the elementary, student sample. The racial.: composition of the sample was 208'Whfte

(106 project; 10i control) acid v13% black (58 project; 79 control) students in the secon-. .4 cgary, sample; and T17 white (54 project;:63 control) and797 black-(C6 *Act; Al

cantrol) in the elementary student sample
/,

Measurement .Instruments .. .

''Process instruments. To measure the effect of the staff development component

of the project,process, a 48 item multiple choice instrrent
awas

constructed
,

to .
i ,

measure specific objectives of the staff development. Eight areas were covered on.

the measure: Case Studies, Community Studies, Values.EdUcition; Moral Education,

. News media analysis, Simulation, Quantitative Analysis, and Decision-Making. The :1
instrument was scored right/wrong. Scores could range fromc1ero to 48(with 6

items per area).- Instrument validity was based:On the erect rel'ationship Of the .-
I

content of the items to the objectives of 'the staff development\ Reliability of the
1

instrument was estimated using 'alder-Richardson FormUla 21. 1 Reliability for: pretest
I

scores was .66, and .:33 for posttest scores.
. . .

., .

. .
Additional data ifor the process evaluation was obtained from three questionnaires-.-

v-.

Questionnaire on Management Support, Questionnaire on ICE Objectives, and Questionnaire

on Materials including community resources (copieS are "found in Margolts, 1981).
.

Each questionnaire had*two parts.' The first part asked teachers ,t6 rate the supportive-
,

ness or helpfulness of the specific process compbnent on a scale of 1( loW) to

4 (high). The second part asked teachers to review in More detail the effectil)eness..

of Fach support area. This second paft was designed for obtaining decriptive

information for the project staff. No lormalattempt was made to determine Validity

or, reliability of these questionnaires.. In7ormally, the instruments were verified

by conversations with project teachers. . ,

.

Product instruments. 'The Citizenship Knowledge Test (C.KT) was used to collect

data on the first product evaluation question.- This test has both secondary and-

elementary editions. The secondary.level test has two forms,_Form A, and Form B; .
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andthe.elementary level test has two forms, Grades 1-2, and Grades-3-7.

Tfie secondary level CKT hai 73 itemsin eight subtesis related to thesspecific

objectives listed in Table 3. These are:-.. National Government (11 items), State

and Local Government (10 items), Politick and political Ethics (11 items),'Denibcratic s'

Principles 7 items), Law and Individual Rights (10'items), Global Affair's (5 items),

Participation Skills (10 tams), and Analytic Skills (9 items). Variation in number

of items per subtest (objective) reflected the emphasins each subtest area was given

on the secondary level of the ICE project. The.tot&l test score for the secondary

.., level CKTcould,range from zero to 73. 4

t IM te Project evaluation, Form B of tide secondary level CKT was used (for'

,details oil the ,rationale for choosing Form 6, see Hepburn and Strickland,
.
1979):

,

The validity and' reliability If Form B have been documented elsewhere (Hepburn.
,

e

and Strickldnd, 1979i.Nap:ier, Hepburn and Strickland, 1981). Cronbach alpha procedures
\

were used to calculate, reliability estimates of the total secondary student CKT scores

which were .89'for the\pretest scores and .90 for the posttest scores.
.

a

On both-forms of the elementary levelCKT there are 41.4items in seven subtests,

elated to the specific objectives 1,42, 3, 5, 6, 7,.and 8 listed in Table.3v.
; ,

(The more abstract content of objective, 4 Was not emphasized in the elementary grades).

The geven.suotests are: National Government(6'items), State and local Government

(8 items), Politics and_PoIitical .Ethics (7 items), Law anl'Individual Rights.'

(7 items),. Global Affairs (5 items), Participation Skills (4 items), and Analy,tic''

Skills (.items). Again, tha variation in the,nurnber of items for each subtest

.reflected'the. emphasis each subtest area was giVen on the elementary level 'of-the-
. .

ICE project: The major difference between the Grade 1-2 and Grades 3-7 forms of the
.

elementary CKT is in the complexity and difficulty of the wording used imthe item

. stem or distractors. Basically the two forms are parallel.. Total teat scores could

range itftm zero to 41. ,
V

Both forms of the elementlry.level CKT were used fin theevaluation. The validity

and reliability of the elementary level CKT is documented elsewhere (Napier,

Hepburn,;and Strickland, 1981). In the project evaluation, Cndnbath=alpha reliii

L bility esttmatesfor,pretest,scores were .83, and for posttest scores-.88.

The Opinionnaireon Political Institutions and Participation (OPIP.r.wag used'
.

product
.

i to collect data on the second e- valuation question. This test also has both

secondary aneelementary editions which are parallel. The OPIP is a 48item instru-

ment wjth six subtests each containing eight items. .

r .

')
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The first and second subtests measure attitudes about political institutions

(objectives 2.11 and 2.12). The first subtest, Politidel Institutions-Others,

indicates the respondent's perception of how people in general should view American

political institutions.- The second subtest, Political InstitutAns-Self, reflects

the respondent's personal attitude toward American political institutions.

The third and fourth subtests assess attitudes related to participation in public

political processes (objectives 2.21 and 2,22). The third subtest, Public- Political

Participation-Others, reflects the respondents perception of whether individuals

should participate in public political processes. The fourth subtest, Public

Political Participation-Self, measures the respOndent's attitude toward personal

political participation.:

The fifth and sixth subtests measure attitudes towerds,participation in school

political processes (objectives 2.31 and 2.32). The fifth subtest, School Political

Participation - Others, reflects the respondent's perception of whether others should

participete in school political, processes. The sixth subtest, School Political

Participation-Self, reflects, the respondent's attitude toward personal participation

in school political processes.

The secondary form is designed so that individuals respond to the 48 statements

on,a 5-point scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Uncertain, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree).

On the elementary, form, indiyiduals respond to the statements On a 3-point scale

(Agree, Uncertain, or Disagree). In this evaluation, the secondary form was scored

on a 3-point scale to allow for comparison across elementary and secondary grades.

Also, the instrument was.validated using that scale (Hepburn and Napier, 1980a; Napier

and Hepburn, 1981). Consequently, the overall score on both the secondary and

elementary forms could range frOm 48 (very negative) to-144 (very positive).

The'validity-and reliability of the secondary_and elementary level OPIP are

documented elsewhere (Hepburn, and Napier, 1980a; Napier and Hepburn, 1981). Cronbach

alpha-reliability estimates for secondary subjects .were .78 pretest and .89 posttest;

for elementary subjects .84 pretest and .88 posttest.

Treatment-

Teachers. Staff development for project teachers presented objectives of the

ICE project and immersed them in teaching:activities; strategies, and materials for

achieling the objectives. The group participated in a 45-hour staff development

a , program initiated in July, 1979, with a week of all-day sessions and followed up in

the fall with five release-time daYS. An outline of the lessons and objectives for

staff development training is presented in the project's Implementation Handbook

(Margolis, 1981).

13
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Administrators. An all-day meeting was held with principals and project
i

schools

in '1978 to inform them of objeCtives and methods of the; project and enroll their'

support. In 1979 the project-director met with:principals individually to inform'

them of theprogress and again encourage their support.

Students. Utilizing project objectives, materials, including

of the secondary or elementary handbooks2; and with administrative

ersConducted six-weeks units aimed at improving student political

draft versions

support tip teach-
:

knowledge and

attitudes. Each project teacher was free to operationalze the. units taught to fit

the course and grade levels they were teaching._ Therefore, some check was needed

on whether they taught the content of the objectives,. sed the' :recommended activi-

ites and strategies, and employed the suggested materials. TO check on implements-

tion, a daily log was kept by each teacher (a copy is in Margolis, 1981). For com-

parison, control teachers also kept the same log. Analysis of the log data later

indicated that secondary project teachers spent signifilcanly more time teaching ,

the content related to the objectives and taught more citizenship topics. Also

they used signficantly more recommended materials, and activities than the control

teachers. However, the elementary project teachers did not spend significantly more

time teaching the content, nor did they use significantly more topics, materials, or
..

activities then the control teachers (see Table 5). Therefore, the effectiveness of

the elementary implementation was questionned (see discussion in results section).

Data Collection

Process evaluation data. Project teachers took the 48-item multiple choice

instrument as a pretest and again at the end of the 45 hour summer course. Project

teachers responded to the questionnaires on objectives, management support, and

materials at the end of thesix-week implementation in Winter 1980: Unfortunately,

two of the seven elementary teachers failed to return the_three questionnaires despite

repeated inquiries from the project staff for the return of these measures.

Product evaluation data. Project and control elementary and secondary students

took the two pretests in early January 1980. The attitude tett was given one day,

and the knowledge test was given the next day. Both project and control subjects,

,took the posttests in March with the tests given in the same order.

, Evaluation Results

Process Evaluation

Secondary Teachers. Table 6 presents the descriptive data for s;COriary--_,_

teachers for staff development pretests and posttests and responses to the first part

ti



--' Table 5
\

Descriptive Statistics, F-Ratios, PiValues for Number.of Materials, Actiiiities,

and Contents plus Time Covering Topics used by Secondary and Elementary

Evaluation Project and Control Teachers'
-12

Source Statistic

Secondary

Project Control

(10) (10)

F P

Elementary

Project Control

(7) (6)

F

Number of

Materials

(Scale 1-8)

Number of

Activities

(Scale 1-8)

Number-of

Contents

(Scale 1-8)

Time on

Topics

Mean

S.D

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

7.6

.0.8

7.0

1.1

7.2

0.8

1332.0

234.1

5.0

18
17.69 .001

.003

.010

.004

3.5

3.2

4.2

2.0

2.0

280.0 .

271.5

1.25

2.30

3.32

2.95

.288

.158

.096

.114

5.3

2- .-6.

5.6

1.3

6.4

2.1

, 714:3

563.3

4.6

1.9

4.5

2.9

726.0,

529.8

12.23

8.19

10.95

*
One Control teacher never returned the daify'log

04.

k
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Table

Descriptive Statistics for Staff Development Pretest

and Posttest plus Responses to Questionnaire on

ICE Objectives, Management Support and Materials

for Evaluation Project-Teachers

.11r

Source Statistics . Secondary Elementary

Pretest
Mean 28.4 23.0

(Scale 0 -48)
S.D 5.8 8.7,

N 10

.Mean 28.9
Posttest

, S.D. 3.7 7.2
(Scale 0-48)

N 10 7

Mean 3.4 3.6
Objectives *

S.D. p0.7 0.6
(Scale 1-4)

N 10. 5

Management Mean
.

2.6 2.8

Support S.D. 1.1 1.1

(Scale 1-4) N 10' 5
*

4
Mean . 3.6 3.6

Materials

(Scale 1-4)
S.D. 0.5 0.6

* a
N 10 5

'Two Elementary Teachers never returned questionnaires

1"

14
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of the three questionnaires. A significant .gain in knowledge was made from he staff

development (td = 3.34; df = 9; p <Al). Questionnaire results indicated t at the

objectives were very helpful, principals were, somewhat supportive, and the ma erials

were very helpful. *

Elementary teachers. Table 6'aftn presents the same detcripj/esdata for elemen=
\\

tary teachers. Like the secondary teachers, elementary teachers ma e a significant

gain in knowledge from the staff development (td = 5.03; df = 6; p 4 .01). Results

from the questionnaires indicated that the elementary teachers found4.the objectivet

very helpful, the principals were somewhat supportive, and the materials'were very

helpful.

P'oduct Evaluation

For both the secondary and elementary data analysis of covariance procedures

were used. The analysis was conducted blocking_fqr effects by 4ender and race:

According to Cook and Campbell (1979), analysis of covariance blocking on variables

relatedta%the dependent variable is a more powerful procedure than simple analysis

of variance. The variables of .gender and race were used as blocking variables because

past studies hlve indicated there are' relationships between these two variables

and political knowledge and attitudes (see Hepburn and Napier, 1980b).

Secondary. product.results. :Table 7 presents descriptive statistics for the

secondary level students on the knowledge and attitude tests. Analysis of covariance

on project and control results is presented in Table8. A significant difference

was found between project and control groups on both the CKT and OPIP.

The product evaluation questions asked about "practical" as well as statistical

significance. Practical significance was determined by calculating "effect size" of

statistically signifiCant result. The effect size is a statistical "rule of thumb"

suggested by Tallmadge (1977, p. 34). Effect -size it calculated by subtracting the

Posttest mean scorei,of experimental and control groups and dividing the remainder

by the standard deviation of the control group(see Glass, 1978). An effect size

can range from 0% to 100% (or 0 to. 1 if converted to fractions). For the CKT, an-
3

.

effect size of 25-50% was the criterion used to determine practical differences.

For the OPIP, an effect size of 10-25% was used. A lower effect size was expected

from the OPIP because attitudes are difficUlt to change in any short-term treatment

(Shaw and Wright, 1967; Hepburn and Napier, 1980b).



Table 7

Descriptive Statistic? for Main Effects of Group, Gender, and Race in Secondaryentr-Elementary

Evaluation Samples On Knowledge and Attitude Pretests and Posttests

Knowledge (CKT)

Main
SOurce Class

Effect Pretest

Mean S.D.

Posttest

Unadjusted Adjusted"

Mean--S.D. Mean

Project 165
Group

Control 180

Secondary Gender
Male 157

Female 188

Race White -208

Black 137

Project 110
Group

Control 104

Elementary. Genat Male 111

Female 103

, .White 117Race
Black 97

31.9

29.7

30.3

31.2

:33.7

26.3

24.2

26.4

25,1

25.4

27.6

22.5

12.5

10.3

11.4.

11.5

11,5

9.8

7.0

6.5

72
6.4

5.9

6.9

,36.8

30.3

32.7

34.0

36.6"

28.5

26.5

26.1

26.5

26.9,

28.2

24.9

12.5

10.9

12.5

11.7

11.9

10.8

7.7

7.5

.

7.5'

6.9

8.0

35.8

11.2

33.4

33.4

34.1

32.3

27-.4

26.0

26:7 ,

26:8

26.3

27.2

Attitude (OPIP)

Posttest

-UnadjUsted AdjUSted

Mean S.D. Mean

Pretest

Mean S.D.

1.220

118.9

122.1

122.3

118.1

9.3 123.2,

99 119.2:

10.1 1185--,

9.1 123.3,,

9.2 1227

9.9 118.7

9.9

11.2

110.8 12.9

112.7. 12.0

112:0 11.9

111.4 13.1

113.2

113.7

112.8

114.1,

1.14.0 12.2 11646

109.0 12.3,'169.6

122.0

120.4

120.0 .

10.8 140:6

14:4 114.1

13.8 '112.6

14.6 112.6.

13.6 114.5'

12.4 114,5

15.0 112.0

1'
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Table 8

Analysis of Covariance.Tests on Knowledge and Attitude POsttest

for Secondary and Elementary Evaluation Subjects

'Secondary Eiementiry

Source . Knowledge (CKT)

df MS F

Covariate s1 33233.3 756.8*

Group . l' 1776.2 40.5*
,

Gender 1 0.1 0.0

Race 1 ' 219.78 5.0*

Group x Gender ,. 1 24.46 0.6,

Group x Race 1 30.6 0.7

Gender x Race 1 151.0 3,4

Group x Gender x Race 1 127.6. 2.9

Residual 336 43.9,,

Total , 344
x

146.5

*Significant at the 2 .05 level

21

, Attitude (OPIP) Knowledge (CKT) Attitude (OPIP)'

MS F MS F" MS F

2'6663.2

205.7

376.8

55.2

10.6

25.4

o.o

. 42.3

47.0

108.3

439.4*

A.4*

8.0
*

1.2

0.2

0.5
.

0.0

0.9,

: 1

1

1

1

1

1_

1

1

205

213

6529:1

03.9
,-,

, 0: 6

31.1

- 15.4

159.2

12.2

26.3

26.3

5.6

248.2*

3.6'
. .,

0.0

1.2

0.6

6.1*,

0.5

0.7

28517.4

114.4

131.7

319.3

." 0.7

0.'3

36.0

3.1

63.5.

198.0'

448.9*

1.8

2.1

5.0
*

0.0

0.0 .

0.6

0.1

22
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1 The effect size found for 'the CKT was 42%, and for the OPIP 11%. Thus, the

answers to product evaluation,questions wee positive for the secondary evaluation.,

The ICE Project did'significantly and practically affect the political knowledge and

attitudes of secondary students. i

..

Elementary product results. Table 7 al o presents the descriptive statistics

for the elementary students on the CKT and

alto

tests. Analysis of covariance

;results on the CKT and OPIP posttest comparisoris between project and control students
..

(Table 8) i-ndicated no significant difference between project and control groups

\ on either test. Therefore, answers tQ th-e=tWo-p-roduct-evaluation_ ucLestionswere

negative for the elementary,project evaluation. The political knowledge and attitudes

'of elementary students were not significantly Affected.

There were circumstances related to the implemen'tation of the ICE Project which

could have accounted, for the negative findings in the elementary evaluation.
.

Originally, a ten week implementation 4iad been designed fOr both-secondary and
...

elementary programs. For elementary classes the average daily time devoted to content

\ , was 23.8 minutes, while the secondary average was 44.4 minutes. Obviously four

-
additionaladditional weeks of treatment would be more essential for elementary students.

\ \
However, report deadlines set by the funding agency had forced the shorter six-week__:

-* treatment. Cook, Cook, and Mark (1977) warn that fai 1 ure to- gi ye' suffi ci ent

exposure to. process results in loss of statistical power. Also, because two pro-

ject teachers did pot return .the three questionnaires documenting process, the

evaluators wondered whether they had actuallSrimplemented the prbject properly.

Staff and reviewers decided that re-evaluattOn in .elementary grades Was necessary

before final conclusions. about the effectiveness of the project at this level..
..

Supplemental information on gender and race. 'Although product evaluation

questions did not- cal 1 ,for examination of gender and race, data on these two

variables werec011ected,and used in the statistical analysis to send some light on

the effects on student' sub g`rouvs. There was a significant di fference between .

0 ,

races on the knowledge test (CKT) and between genders on the attitude test (OPIP).

Hqwever, no significant interactions were found which means that gender Adid not make

a significant difference in performance by project or control and race did not make

a difference by project and control. Nevertheless, within project and control groups

whites scored better than blacks on knowledge, and females scored better than males

on attitudes (see Table 7)

c _
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Procedures for Re-evaluation

19

Subjects .

Teachers. In the 're-evaluation study 20 elementary teachers were originally

involved. (These wer0ifferent teicher5 than in the first evaluation.) These 20

project teachers were matched with 20 control teachers in the same,manner used in

the initial evaluation. Unfortunately, one control teacher left the school system

and the matched project teacher' was dropped from the study. Also, two project .

teachers never returned daily logs and they with their control matches were dropped.

The final sample of teachers consisted of 17 project and 17 control teaAiersall
a'

matched by grade (I first; 2 second; 4 third; 2 fourth; 2 fifth; 3 sixth; and 3

seventh).

Students. Thelstudents involved in the re-evaluation were in classes taught by

project and control\teachers. fnitially,E11 students (290 project; 321 control) took

the pretests. However, the',final sample size was 546 (260 project; 286 control) --

approximately a 10% .loss for each group. The loss reflected the fact that only students

who took both pretests and posttests were included in the final sample. The final

sample had 272 males (132 project; 140 control) and 274 femal#s (128 projkt; 146

control). Racial coMPOsition.was 264 white (129 project; 135 control) and 282 blatk

(131 project; 151 control).

Measurement Instruments

Process instruments. Only the three questionnaires-Questionnaire on ICE

objectives, QuestionnaisiT on Management Support, and Questionnaire on Materials were

used in the re- evaluation. These instruments were identical to those described

earlier in the Procedures for Evaluation section.

Product instruments. Again the elementary forms of the CKT and OPIP were used

to collect data from the student subjects. Cronbach alpha reliability estimates of

the...total CKT in the re-evaluation was .85 for the pretest, and .84 for the post-

test. Cronbach alpha reliability estimates for the total 00IP score were .83 for the

pretest, and .83 for the posttest.

Treatment 41V

o
'

Teachers. The project teachers, none of whom were previously involved with the

project, received staff development training similar to that in the initial evalua-

tion. Th(major difference was in the length of the'treatment. In the re-evaluation,

five days of staff developent (approximately 40 hours) was used, but the major

1/.elements of th original staff development treatment were maintained, and the staff

0
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_felt the treatment was equivalent. Since the effectiveness of the staff develop-

ment profcess was documented in thii evaluation and.in an earlier study (Hepburn
.

and Napier, 1979), it was not monitored again.

Administrators. Again meetings:were held with principals in project schools,

to make them aware of objectives and methods of the project. They were encouraged

to be supportive to teachers involved in the project.

Students. Project teachers followed the objectives, and utilized the materials,

including a.finalized version of the elementary handbook, and with administrative

support taught their, citizenship units over a ten-week period. Again, each project

teacher was\free to operationalize 'the units taught. Therefor!, daily logs were . ,

again kept by' both-project and control teachei-s to document daily treatment to

students. Analysis of'the log data indi-6ated that the projeCt teachers spent signi-'
Y t

ficantly nore time covering contents related to the objectives; and taught using

significantlY,more\ofthe topics, materials, and activities than control teachers

(see. Table 9).\ \

Data Collection
.

Process evaluation data. All 17 of the elementary project teachers responded

to the three questionnaires on project objectives, management support, and materftls

at the end of the ten week implementation in the Fall, 1980.

Product evaluation data. Project and control elementary students took the No

pretests at'the beginning of Fall quarter 1980. he attitude test (OPIP) was given

one day, and the knowledge test (CKT) was given th ext day. ''Posttests were given

in November at the end of'the ten weeks of treatment: and the tests were given in

the,same order. Since it was impossible to arrange to retrieve missing data, only

those students who took all four tests were included in the evaluatidn.

Re-evaluation Results

Process Evaluation

Table 10' presents descriptive data for responses to the first part of each

questionnaire. Results again indicated that objectives and materials were per7,

ceived-as very helpful. Unlike the initial evaluation, the project teachers per-

ceived management sUpOrt in the re-evaluation as very supportive.

Product Evaluation .

rs/ S

Again, analysis of covariance proCedures were used blocking on gender and race.

Descriptive statistics for student tests are in Table 11. The analysis of covariance
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Table 9

-.Descriptive Statistics, F-Ratios, P-Values for Number
"."

of Materials, Activities, and Contents plus-Time

Covering Topict'Used by Elementary Re-evaluation
.

Project and ControlTeachers

a

Source ,'Statistic Proilcts

.(1,)

Control

,(16*)

Number of

.Materials

(Scale 1-8).

Number of

Activities

(`Scale 1-8)

Number of

Coritents

(Scale 1-8)

Time'on

Topics

'Mean

P.D.

Mean

D

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

6.0,

1.4

5.8-

- 0 . 8

7.4 '

1.4

1114.4

632.5

3.9

1.5

.3.4
1.3

'3.8

2.3

285.0

307.2

17.55

37.41

29.57

22.49

.000

,..000t

.000

4),

.000

0

One Control Teacher never returned the daily log

a

26

0

4/181
ti

4

ti



Table 10

.

.

_.

Descriptive Statistics for Responses to Questionnaire

on ICE Objectives; Management Support and Materials
.

for Re-evaluation Project Teachers

Objectives

(Scale 1=4)

Management

a .

Support

(Scale 1-4)

-14aterials

(Scale 1-4)
A

Statistic Project

Mean 3.5

S.D. 0.5

17

Mean - 3.8

S.D. 0.4

N 17

Mean -3.8

S.D.. 0.6

N 17

Cs;

0'4

wt

22
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Table 11

DescriptiVe Statistics for Main_Effects of -Group, Gender, and Race in Elementary

Re- evaluation Sample on Knowledge and Attitude Pretests and Posttests

Source
=

Class

Kilowledge (CKT)

Posttest

Pretest Unadjusted Adjusted

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

Attitude (OPIP)

Posttest

Pretest Unadjusted Adjusted

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean

Project 260 23.8 6.8 26.7 6.3 26.4 108.6 11.7 11-3.2 12.2-11376
Group

Control'2a6 23.2 7.1 24.3 7.3 24.5 109.8, 12.1 112.2 12.8 111.7-
1

Male 272, 23.5 7.2 25.3 7.1 25.3 109.0 12.3 112.0 12.9 '112.0
Gender

Female 274. 23.5 6.8 25.6 6.7 25.6 109.4 11.6 113.3'-12.0 113.2

White 264 25.3 6.6 27.0 6.7 25.7 110.7 11.0 114.7 12:5 .113.6
Race

Black 282 21.8 7.0 24.0 6.8 25.2 107.8 11.7 110.7 12.2 111.7

28 29
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(Table.12) indicated.a significant- difference. between project and control groups

on both theatti-rike-mul---kn ledge fest.zThe effect size for the CKT was 26%, and
/'

7Irted.a _on re-evaluation results,,the ICE project model does significahtly and prat-
'

for the OPIP 12% indicating posits nswers to both product evaluation,questions.

tiCally affect-the political knowledge and attitudes of elementary students.

Supplemental-Inf6F-4tion.on Gender and-Race

Examination 01 Table 12 indicated that there were no significant differences-

between gender on either the knowledge (CKT). or attitude (OPIP) tests:- -Also, the

was no significant difference between races on knowledge; but there was a signifi-

cant_ difference, between races on attitude with whites scoring'higher (Table 11).
I--

However, again there were no significant interactions which means race did not

.__ _...umke_a_signiticant differeAce in performanceJX_Proiect anifir-g-orodcoru s.
,,x,.

project and control gru-ps,'whites did-score better than blacks Oil-attitude.
./ -._

.
v ---,.,

-.7---------___./
. ,

. Conclusions:
-- i

-....:TheSproving Citizenship Education Projec as evaluated in the real world of

;the, school system where many factors human and mechanistic prevent theimplementa-
. ,

tion of an ideal evaluation design. Holiday vacations, student absences, change

class schecdules, teacher job changes, and the failure to return a few question-

n

1

ires -- these are some of the many problems that quite naturally compromise any

I

attempt to_conduct in ideal evaluation. In another paper, the authors have dis-

1 'cusSed criteria of useful project evaluation design, which though modeled on eval-

uationt ideals, must realistically be modified to meet' imitations of the field'

se ting in which it is applied (Napier and Hepburn, 1981). In this section we will -

focus on specific limitations of the actual design used and review the results for

t5iir imOlications-regardinstudies,curriculum change.
1

Limitations

It must first be emphasized that results of the process evaluation in this

st
1

apply only to "process".as operationalized by four process instruments (staff

development test and three questionnaires) and/tne daily teacher log. .Likewise,

resUlts of the product evaluation apply only to products which are operationalized

by the specific objectives of-ifte-mject and the. knowledge and attitude instru-

ments which assessed the student outcomes.

i
Second, the internal validity'of-the study was not absolutely assured, although

teachers and students were matched and qua - experimental design was used in the

product evaluation. One source of rival causes was not controlled with the evalua-

tioh design' used--the interaction of selection and maturation or history. Also,

30
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O

Table 12

ysis of CovarfaRce Tests on Knowledfe, and Attitude Posttedt

'for' Elementary Re-evaluation Subjects

/
Knowledge (CKT

Covariance

Group

Gender

Race

Group x Gender

Group x Race

',Gender x Race

Group x Gender x 'Race

Residual

Total

1 %14947.9 778..5
*

1 482.3 25.1
*

1 - 9:6 0.5

1 26.3 1.4

1 29.6 -1.5

1 7.9 0.4

1 5.6 . 0.3
,.

1 70.8 3.7

537 19.2

545 47.5

4

Attitude .(OPIP)
tie

46392.6 667.0
*

503.1 7.2
*

108.0 2.7

439.5 6.3*

11.1 0.2

42.1 0.6

2.3 0.0

54:1 0.8

69.6

155.9

*
Significant'at the 2 z .05 level
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.since pre-experimental design was used tolexamine the process, the effectiveness of

the process could be the result of such rival causes as past history, selection,

Hawthorne effect, and s\forth. Thus, results of the study could be attributed to

extraneous variables.

A-third limitation is in the statistical validity of the evaluation and e-

evaluation. Analysis of covariance -with blocking was the statistical procedure

used to analyze product data. Possibly different analysis procedures would produce

different results.

Finally,-the external validity of the study may be questioned since volunteer

teachers were used and only students who completed all pretest and posttests were

analyzed. It seems likely that non-vOlunteer teachers and non-attending students

would produce different results. Also, only one school system was used in the

evaluation. Again, it seems_ikely-that teachers and students in different school

systems could koducedifferentresults. r

On 'revie0 of the above-medntioned limitations, -the evaluators regard the is-

sue of generalizability, of the instrumentation as a minor one. The instruments

used fip the evaluation of student knowledge and attitude outcomes were general, .

norm- referenced measure which had extensive piloting and analysis 'in validity
,

studies../Moreover, most schOol systems find it feasible to evaluate educational

programS:withsuch paper and pencil measures.

.,._Regarding internal validity, in defense of the.design, consideration should

be given to the fact that teacher's and-student groups were matched carefully.

AlsO, the use of analysis of covariance procedures with blocking lessened the'

likelihood of initial differences as an internal validity problem.

The-use of analysis of covariance with blocking was not viewed as a major

limitation either. Simple inspection of the descriptive statistics indicated

thafidifferences between groups, genders; or races were logical.

Only external validity was considered to be a serious limitation. The citi-

zenship education model may not work with other teachers, students, or school

systems. Consequently, replication with other teachers and students in other

school settings is the appropriate way to verify the conclusions of this evaluation.

Implications

Results of the test of the ICE model suggest implications for social studies

curriculum change which are significant. The model centered on teacher involve-
,

ment and teacher behavior as a key factor in generating improved student political

knowledge and attitudes. If the results of this evaluation are valid, then it is

aIL101
a
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logical that any attempt to modify social studies curriculum and instruction must,

involve teachers. Likewise, the involvement of principalsTleadert-With the TdCal

school syitem, and community leaderS appears important to the effectiveness of

improvement projects. Without the combined support of these actors, chaiigeNn the

curriculum might not occur.

The findings indicate that clear explication of objectives,andan explanation

of how -the objectives are linked to content and teaching methods contribute to the`

success of a curriculum change project. Likewise, teacher education which provides

content information and instructional ideas and materials related to the objectifies

-also pla,ysa role in generating change in the classroom. These components provide .

teachers with the intellectual framework and the classroom tools to integrate and

adapt_the_mo_difie_d_curriculum at their grade level. ,Probably a major impetus for

change came from the attitudinal effects-of the cameraderie of a group of teachers

working together in e,staff development program where their "' -involvement is high-

lighted. All support components were aimed in their direction.. They developed

their own study units. for students, and they were considered
1-
the important actors

in the project. The result was that they changed what they were -doing '

classrooms in regard to citizenship education,and the ultimate outcome was that

studentperformance on-knowlidge and attitude tests, regardless of gender or race,

showed significant positive changes.

Again,, it should be,made clear that the Improving Citizenship Education Pro-

ject was designed to enhance citizenship education as defined by the specific ob-

jectives of this project,which are essentially political knowledge, politiCal

skills,-and political attitude objectiyes. Given a different set of objectives

this multiple support model centered on tile teachers might work as-well. However,

we can only claim that the model is valid and effective for the ICE project.

Currently, the ICE Project model is being disseminated throughout the State

of Georgia with approximately 20 school systems and 67 schools in the process of

adopting the change model andutilizing the guiding' materials. Students in these
- -.-

adopting schools are being tested, and from the-dissemination information, the

replicability of this evaluation will be discovered.

33
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Notes

^lfihe authors thank Helen W. Richardson, ProjeCt Dit=eCtor, and Sheila L.

. Margolis, PrOject Coordinator, for invaluable assistance. We also thank Gerald Klein

of the Georgia State Department of Education; and the parents, administrators,
teachers, and students who participated in the evaluation.

2
Information about the, final versions of the Secondary and Elementary NandboOks

Can be obtained from:

Sheila L. Margolis
Improving Citizenship Education Project
Liberty-Gunn Center
4820 Long Island Drive
Atlanta, 'Georgia 30342

,
sr

3Whtle there are no established criteria indicating that a given effect size is
of practical significance, the work of Cohen,(1977) represents the most useful
ourm.__Basicalty, Cohen defends using the idea of small, medium, and large effects.

A small effect-(approximately .t is a change which it unlikely to be observable
in outward behavior,.but which his theoretical value. A medium effect (approximately
.25)1s a change which; has the passibility of perception in outward behavior and the
effect.most often found in psychological- research.. Finally, a large effect
(approximately .50) is a change-which 4s seen in outward behavior, but is a rare
finding in single ptychological research studies. In this study a small effect

was expected for attitude changes-while a medium effeit was expected for knowledge
change. Attitudes are difficult to alter, yet.any positive change would be of value
to a curriculum project. Knowledge itmore easily changed, but since the knowledge
test was a general norm-referenced instrument, a large effect wasunlikely.°

1
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